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Librory Reopens in Confusion
With New Floor Nellfly Finished

IAccreditors Here

1MiddleStates Evaluation Team Arrives on Camp~us
Despite ~er stalw~rr yet-SNnts-, .Miss-Vosbul=ihreplieci Ir 0 Study Bard' 5 Academic Q~uality Fiscal Stability
renely classical extenor, Bard's that it would not since addi-

!a.t.'?'F···?' .

..

sv oick cross

1

beloved "Parthenon" is in a tiona! stafi" members will be
The Evaluation Team for of the Team; Forrest L. Ab-: As an unofficial, but interstate of extreme inner tur· needed in the enlarged build- the once-every-ten-years Middle bott, Treasurer and Controller I ested party, the State of New
moiL Temporary stacks have ing with the extended library States Association of Colleges of Barnard College; Charles S. York is represented on the
and Secondary Schools arrived Cole, Jr .. Dean of the College Team by George Kreye of tht.'
been provided to house vo- hours. The extension of library at Bard last night. They will at the Academy of the New State Department of Educalumes
eV!icted from
other hours until 11:30 five nights stay until Wednesday to pre· Church; Lillian Ellis, Profes- tion at Albany. Mr. Kreye told
quarters. Paint and print are a week is an experiment in pare a report for the Associa- sor of Chemistry at Douglass the Observer of the State Rein close proximity as construe- response to student requests tion and for Bard. This re.port College; Jereml.ah S. Finch, gents College Teaching FeltiOJ;t work isproceeding at a f
h l'b
t
.
will suggest improvements for Professor of English at Prince- lGwsh~ps which New York is
or t e 1 rary 0 remam open our school and will be the ton University; Sarah Dowlin promoting. They are available
rapid pace.
later.
Unless student and basis from which the Middle .T·ones, Librarian of Gouche1 for any graduate school in
Manon Vosburgh, Head Li· faculty use of the facilities in States Association determines College; George Kreye, Asso- New York State and will make
branan, was op~imisti<: about the late evening is relatively our accreditation for the next ciate in High Educatian of the available $2,500 per year for
the progress bemg made but heavy, these extended hours ten years.
New York State Education De- two years for any qualified
refuseo to give an estimate re.
Now on our campus are Cal- partment; · and Richard D. graduate in any field.
garomg the completion date may be curta!lled.
vert N. Ellis President of Weigle, President of St. John's
The State hopes to meet the
for tne project. Sne praised
In an interview with the Ob- Juniata Colleg~ and Chairman College.
demands for teachers created
the construcuon crew for tneir server, Dean Hodgkinson esti- 1
It is the Board's poUcy to by t·he vast influx of students
speed and co-operation · and mated that the construction M
Wolff' 5 Recital pla~ce a member who has served to its schools by making availsaid that "the maJOr part of job is 3 weeks ahead of schedrs.
before on a college's Review able $1.25 million for 250 fel·
the structural work has been ule and that the basic work on 5 t f
N tM d
Team as its chairman for the lowships per year. Juniors in·
completed and fmishing work the top floor should be come Or ex
on ay next review. Thus Calvert N. terested should apply early,
Mrs. Kate Wolff, Associate Ellis, President of Juniata stressed Mr. Kreye, since the
is proceeding as qUickly as pleted by the middle of .March.
poss1ble."
fhe new floor wm contain Professor of Music, will give College, who served ten year5 competition will be stiff.
It is estimated that the new both stacks and an additional a piano recital in Bard Hall ago, is Chaif!lllan of the team,
In an interview with Jete·
fac1lities w1ll prov1de space study area. Mr. Hodgkinson next Monday at 8:30.
1 this
year. Bard is also for· miah S. Finch, Professor of
for 9U,000 volumes, approxi- expressed hopes that at some
On the program are a sonata tunate in having Mr. Weigh. English at Princeton, the Obmately 10,000 more than the· future date a ba~cony like the by Haydn, Mozar.t's Variations serving on its Team since St. server learned of the Team's
pre5ent library collection. All one on the mam floor may on "A'h, vous dirai-je maman," John's College, of which hL interest in the Moderati:)J),
books from the Science Li- be added.
Beethoven's 32 Variations on is President, is similar tc Senior Projects and student
brary are to be moved to the
.Meanwhile, several ideas are an Original Theme an Inter- Bard in being a small liberal opinion about attrition, acadeMam Ltbrary, with the vacated on the drawing board for the mezzo and a Rhapsody by arts college of high quality.
mic excellence, and the 6-point
space in Hegeman designated new study space. Among the Brahms two Preludes by CarChairman Ellis stressed that program. Professor Finch is
for use as classrooms or of- Dean's pr?po_s~ls are: (1) car-,los Ch~vez, a Polka by Shos- the team was a group of a permanent member of the
fl·ces.
The Art Library will rels for mdiVIdual study; (2) takovich, and a Toccata by ". . . collegues who c:mferrec >Middle States Association of
probably remain in its present sound proofed booths for tYP· Khachaturian.
with the administration, fac- Institutes of Higher Learning,
location.
ing; and (3)comfortable study
A reception will be held in ulty, and college communit; the
voluntary
organization
Among the new additionsto chairs.
Albee Social after the recital . . . with the purtpose of as which reviews and accredits
the Library is the large foyer -----------~
-.. -. -------;::: sisting Bard College, which schools in its district. There
which will serve as a control
has a good history, to be a are similar organizations for
center for checking out and
better institution." The most the North Central and Southreturning books. In the basecritical point of inquiry, said ern as well as other regions oi'
ment several new offices have
Dr. Ellis, was the "educationai our country.
Professor
Clair
Leonard, eul'ogy
· t erms 0 f 0 b
been added and lavatories are
- for Mr. Leonard. Luis eff ect'lVeness m
Weigle To Speak
under construction.
chairman of the Art, Music, Garcia Renart .played the Sa jectives." Docs the school de
Drama and Dance Division, rabande from the Bach Suite what it advertises?
fa;~tit" Wenigdle 'ct\'il~ ~dtdrt~ss the
The near1y-comp1ete d mezNo. 5 for
Unaccompaniec
----J
a
a mm1s ra wn at
zanine above the entrance will died of a heart attack at Vas- Ce}i1o, and Presid-ent Kline
Dr. Kline's home at 4 p.m. to·
provide space for current pe- sar Hospital on February 7. read a selection from the
morrow. He will speak on the
riodicals which are temporar- He was 62.
Bible. Then the congregation
academic
program
at
St.
ily
unavailable.
Projecting
Funeral services \vere held walked up the long hill to
John's.
The group is staying at thP
into the more dstant future, in the Chapel on M·onday, the cemeterv for the burial.
plans have been mentoned re- February 11. Many of Mr. I Mr. Leon~rd taught at VasNovelist
William
Goldinr Beekman Arms in Rhinebeck
gardling the possibility of al- Leonard's present and former sar for 13 years 'before he
k
· h
7 30 · where thev met last night
will spea tomg t at :
n: WI.t'h Pres1:deJ1t Klt'ne,
.
· 1
1ocat mg
a smg e area express- students came up to the cam· came to Bard in 1947. He waE the gym. The community ii
Dean
ly for periodicals. However, pus for the funeral. President organist and choirmaster here invited; invitations have a1sr Hodgkinson, Mr. Asip, Miss
much rearrangement is neces- Sara Blanding of Vassar, Dean and led the musical services been sent out to many neigh· Vosburgh, and several faculty
boring g.cbools.
met administration members.
sary and permanent reassign- Em e r i t u s Dorothy Dulles each Sunday in the Chapel.
ment of books must await com- Bourne,
former
President
He composed many works
~Ir.
Golding's first book Today they will have had a
pletion of the entire job.
James Case, and Mrs. Richard for chorus ·and several instru· Poems, was published in 1935 chance to speak with students
When asked whetJher or not Gummere also attended. The, mental pieces. His Christmas Since then he has written and work w_ith !he Business
elimination oo the separate Chapel was filled to carpacity. I cantata, "Peace on Eart!h," Lord of the Flies The lnheri· lV!anager,.
L1branan,
AdmisMr. Shafer led the ser-j was sung by the Bard choir to
The Two De~ths of Chris· swns Director and thr Presi·
Science Ubrary would reduce
the amount of student assist- vices and delivered a short in the Chapel on December 16. to~~er Martin, and ·Free FaiL dent.
His novels often develop dis ~
<Continued on Page 3)
tant and hermeti~ siuations in
order to derive gei:cral sta.te-. Science Club to Show
ments about humamty.
:
New students at Bard bstJ" N t
' H If A
u
This seme5ter the married homes, but the problem re- l ilies, next for part-time faculty September
were asked to read;
a ure S a
ere
population at Bard increased maines for next and subsequent j-:-the~ co~~ st~dents, and
Mr. Goh~ing's .Lord of the Fli~s. ~ On Thursday night the Sci1 fmall)' adm1mstrat10n and oth200%, and with this rapid pro- semesters.
The onentatwn program lll· I ~ncce Club will present to the
er employees.
Mr. Asip gave reasons for
liferation, the dismal prospect
The s<:hool is willing to help eluded S['mmars led by upper-!! Community a Walt Disney
i movie. The film will begin at
of housing looms precariously the school's policy: 1) Limited married students find rentable classmen on the novel.
Born in Cornwall, England ! 8:00 in SoHery Hall.
on the horizon. Our catalog on-campus faciliti€s, 2) The na- apartments in the area. They
states that the collage takes ture of the marriage contract, often run into the problem Mr. Golding graduated from ; "Nature's Half Acre'' porDuring World War! trays some of the smaller speno responsibility whatsoever 3) The social problems of that few owners of homes are Oxford.
for the housing of married stu- housing married students near willing to rent for only one ll, he served as an officer in !cies of animal and plant life.
the Royal Nav·y for 5 JC~rs 1It c_ontains some r~m~rkable
dents. This decision, said Mr. unmarried, and 4) The priority semester.
The acquisition of Ward In 1961-62. he was a \! ISitmg i candid closeups of wtldhfe.
Asip in a recent interview, was system for faculty and adminManor would alleviate much of Professor at Hollins College. 1 Stuart Posner. chairman of
made by the President, Dean, istration housing.
B&G, and the Faculty Housing
Although attr.tion in Febru- the housing problem. But the in Virginia, and he lectured a1 1 the Science Club is planning
ary allows most of the off- Administration is still negoti- many American eo11eges and I to invite a representative from
Committee.
l the National Science Founda·
Now, with the onset of the campus students to move on, ating with State agencies and universities.
Mr. Golding no\v lives ir ! tion to come to speak here.
Spring Semester, married stu- the college is still hard-pressed the owne.rs of the property and
1
dents will have to seek hous- for space. The D U's and near- do not foresee Ward Manor as Salisbury, England, where he 1 Th. club also plans to publish
ing off campus. Most of the by homes are reserved first part of the coHege for a few taught for many years. He is a Science .Journal this sem.e,smarried and has two ehildren. ter.
couples have already found for fulJ,tirne faculty with fam- years yet.

I

Clair
. Leonard

n·Ies

a t 62

Colding Speaks
Tonight in Cym

I

I

New Married Couples Find Off-Campus Housing.

I
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EDITORIAL

Jobs in Washington

MARCH 4, 1963

WXBC to Continue
Last Semesters' Work

By David Jacobowib:
The Observer is glad to be back on the stands after
In an attempt to estahlish taties, so they are the logicaJ
the two-month strike. We are pleased to announce the
WXBC, the Bard College rapromotion of David w·. .Jacobowitz to the position of contacts with the outside po- places to go job"hunting. Thr dio station, revived laile last
.Associate Editor.
litkal world, three Bard stu- fact that there are only twc semester after a year and a
:dents converged on Washing- Senators per state helps to ex h.alf in limbo, should begin
ton, D.C., this Field Period. In plain the felicity with whict brodcasting this week.
initial interviews they found the secretaries dispose or their
In an interview with the Ob. that the a:bstract ideas they duties and a·pplicants, sincr ·erver, Larry Yurdin, former
By a stroke of luck, all of the colleges' four married had heen studying in !;OVern- the office covers at least ha-lf Program _ Director, sta-ted that
couples have found housing for this semester. They have ment actually had relevance of any state's Senatorial busi- '·he primary problems facing
been harassed at every turn by the administration 's am- to the real world. They met ness.
station are the need for
Many legislators cannot af ':he
biguons and ever-shifting policy on married students' hous- the 'bureaucracy' and found
student interest and a
high
ing. This policy is a direct attack on the idea of a Bard out about budgets: how Bard ford the expense of having l realistic bud,get. Without these,
h
employed
student
Bard
Community. We call for an immediate change in this student don't fit in.
The trip was meant to be their oMices. There are usu "le said, there is little hope for
policy of exclusion.
to procure jobs in the ally two sets of conditions un ;ood or continued programing.
used
d
h
bl
· h
A t t h e center of t e pro em are t e woo en struc- legisla·tive or administrative der which legislators hire col
Mr. Yurdin, whose efforts for
lures known 'as Dwelling Units. Three categories of beings branches of the government. lege students. The first is a WXBC last semester occup;ed
Th'
,
seek shelter in these apartments: faculty members, married However, the outoorne was a political appointment.
mu~h . of his time,· has decided
couples, and groups of three boys. Each of the suites has more educational - learning only way to get into this pre to play a lesser but still active
a bathroom and- a fully-equipped kitchen-suitab le for the polite brush-off technique. gram is to have an influenti2 l'ole this year. Reports that he
'11here are several ways by relative in the Congressman' has qui.t the sta-tion, he assures
family or single faculty residence, but superfluous for dormitory housing. Therefore it becomes obvious that the which Bard students can ,get 'home district. The second i us, are unfounded. He is mere.in Washington. through the school. Many ir ly putting himself "on the
category with the lO\vest priority should be the groups of office isjobs
a branch of the Amer- stitutes have arranged to pa· c;idelines" in hopes that he will
There
R
· S
b
three b oys. There are any num er of rooms m tone ow ican Political Science Associa- their student's salaries durin be able to get better grades.
or in Albee' which they could inhabit just as easily, but tion whieh co-ordinates sum- the time of internship. Th: Geoff Welch is taking over as
the D.U.'s are the only campus housing available for mer work opportunities forthe takes the burden from the lir P-rogram Director.
schools which pay an adminis- ited, or already allocate{
married students.
Bard is not a budget of the Congressma
So here is the simple answer to the argument that trative fee.
schools, such but still gives the student th· ~iii an -MacKendrick
Other
member.
not
have
They
housing.
faculty
for
the D.U.'s are-needed
as Antioch, have placement eXperience.
.
group,
lowest-priority
the
out
push
been so necessary as to
Bard students can only hope To Talk on Art, Life
serVIces which settle students
in agencies such as Health,- to get in between the catewhich now occupies four of the sixteen apartments.
Lillian MacKendrick, noted
Neverthelcss, at some imperceptible occasion during the Education, and Welfare for gories of patronage and schooi- painter, will lecture at Bard
past year or two, married students began to find it harder wbioh service ·the stl.idents 1sponsored jobs. '!1hey actually
25.
to get D.U.'s. The encountered stalling tactics, "alterna- need not even leave the cam- 1try to get jobs on their own on Monday evening, March
an
or
prestige,
's
d
"Literature,
Barbe
will
mel'lits,
me-~·
topic
Her
interesting
most
The
pus.
finally
and
,
dormitory)
communial
(a
tive suggestions"
appeal to a Congressman's al- Lilfe, Love, and the Arts." The
is door~pounding.
flat rejections. One married couple remains in the D.U~'s, thod
Edward Fischer, J a m e s truism toward education. Such
the Art
having acquired the apartment before the present policy Banker, and David Jacobowitz reasons for employment are Literature Club and
occathe
are
and
sponsoring
are
enough
Club
not
often
secretaries
each met with the
was initiated.
sion.
political
little
a
by
helped
AssistAdministrative
the
to
off-campus
finding
in
out
help
to
The school promised
Miss MacKendrick has had
housing, but the married couple found this help to be at ants of their respective Sen- sway at home.
20 one-man shows in Cincine~pressed
students
three
The
For
Representatives.
and
ators
random
at
situated
now
are
them
of
best indifferent. All
witb any- nati, New York, London, Osthe type of internships they 1the desire to speak
intervals across the countryside. In such a way has yet requested,
ability was not the one at Bard .interested in tend, Paris, and other cities.
another step been taken in the gradual dispersal of the most decisive factor-rather, Washington field period work. Permanent collections of her
what connections they had. Although their efforts this year work are on exhirbit in the
Bard student body.
~ introduction give were for naught, they stated Metropolitan Museum of Art
Letters
has
D.U.'s
the
One administration objection to .renting
in New York, the Museum of
been that such a policy encourages student marriages. the see~er confidence, but can ~hat t~ey would be interested Fine Arts in Houston, and
in
represented
Bard
seemg
m
have
and
~nywhere
obtat~~
b.e
field
over
marriages
three
of
First of all. the evidence
Senators' some of the professional asso- Brandeis University. In 1962
period in the midst of the ambiguity of policy discussed htt_le stgniltcance.
she became a Fellow of the
offtc·ers are more impres~ive ciations which wou~d make. fu- International
above.' drastically contradicts this assertion. We beg to and
Institute ofArts
have larger staff require- ture employment m Washtmgfor Bard students easier. and Letters, Switzerland.
1 e~md the admmtstratwn that marrtage Is_ no~ entirely a ments than those of Represen- ton
-;octetal phenomenon. And what's wrong w1th student
1
marriages, anyway?
Again, it has been contended that student marriages
fail most of the time. This is quite a sensitive point. Va-1
rious administration and faculty members are married and
Last semester I spoke to a 1957 graduate of no hand waiting for the baton. This is now
live in callege-owned housing. Have we, the students, ever Bard. He had been the Ciha,i nna.n of the the foremost problem at Bard. It was the
asked about the relative success of such marriages and the Educational Policies Committee in his senior reason for the colloquium on apathy last
relative wisdom of renting surh housing? Certainly not. year and was very curious aibout the state of semester. It is mall'ifested by poorly attended
This approach is quite improper to a civilized and polite affairs here six years after his graduation. To council meetings, EPC meetings, and few outcontrilbutions to the Observer concern~
community. and we hope it shall never be tried again. a certain eXJtent the school had changed-most side .academic
matters. I am not calling for
re- ing
dvantages
a
disthe
and
size
its
noticeably,
We realize that the college has t:o obligation to offer sulting from this increase. But many of t'he solut:ions to problems and dangers wfhich
housing to married students. But in a community as unique and delightful elements have remained threaten t·he finer points of Bard, only intersmall as ours, living off campus should remain a choice more or less constant: those qualities which est. This is .not a cry from the wilderness
t·a.her than a requirement. The administration has an seem to make Bard different and in some asking help. It asks only for an attentive ear
unwritten obligation to maintain and preserve the Bard ways better t'han other colleges. His last re- and perhaps another voice.
Council this year, in addition to its regular
Community. The process of exclusion can be dangerous marks were t·o the effect, "Pass on your inwill work closely with EPC, bringfunctions,
other
to
energy
your
and
ideals,
your
terest,
the
of
life
the
on
much
so
to a college which depends
As long as there ing ideas and criticisms before the student
leave.
you
bef.ore
students
community and ·its intellectual activity.
is concern among the students as to what body, faculty, and administration. We will
With the aid of hindsight, we have come to consider Bard should be there is hope of preserving attempt to reactivate the Admissions Committee and make it a more functional and dynaSchuyler House a white elephant. Off-campus housing for its dharacter."
The statement was interesting there was mic organization. There will be emphasis
men a1so, though by now a fall-semester tradition , seems
activities: support of the
to us no more than a mistake in addition. Now a third no specific instruction contained in it. It placed upon cultural an attempt to set aside
Speakers Committee;
problems,
the
and
ideals
the
granted
for
took
to
rs
campus--appea
on
couples
step--no ne'v married
as if everyone received them in the folder a pla·ce for a listening room for recorded
confirm our impressions of a process of dispersion. We at regis.tration. What it called for was energy, music; an attempt to somehow regulate the
insist that all married students who so wish should be the will to do. It stated the frustration of e~cellence and the palatability .of the films;
allowed to rent housing from the coltege. They're not that taking one lap around the track and' finding the establishment of a permanent gallery of
student and faculty art work. So many Olf
different.
I
these objectives have been prefaced by "an
attempt." They require student support to
be suc.cess:ful. If they are not a-chieved this
semester, the work must be carried on next
"•~ ulftclal publication of
OBSERVER,
BARD
THE
semester.
Moulton
By David R.
the Bard Collf'!lre Community, is l1111nrd •ever,- two
'l'he first meeting of council is tomon"~
~1111ters.
8prlnc
anrl
Fall
the
during
weeks
There is little to be said mendous thankfulness for mv
evening, March 5, at 7:00. The agenda is
Editor: Charles Hollander
a'bout Clair Leonard that, when studies with him-he taught
posted on the bulletin board in Hegeman.
read by people who knew him me a great deal, much of it Associate Editor: David Jacobowitz
a look at it. H you don't come this
Take
transcend·ing t!he classroom
perhaps next week. Sometimes the
week,
Kennedy
Jack
Manager:
Business
teaCiha
as
force
His
·material.
all,
at
only a little or else not
are interesting; they're always importmeetinf{s
Kronzek
Zola
Allan
Ed!tor:
Feature
does not berome uncomfort- er lay within the fad that his
to improving the school academicNext
ant
He was students would do their ut- Copy Editor: Dick Cross
ably sentimental.
ally by studying, the student government is
standards
his
Johnson,
Dave
satisfy
Copy Board:
sweet and gentle, forgiving most to
the best means of preserving the excellent
Steve Chalmers, Dixon Powell
(:frighteningly so), and graci- and eX~t>ectations; to ·disappoint
qualities of Bard and rooting out the rotten
ous. In the words of Emili Clair wa a painful thing. He Staff: Pat Johnson, Anne Schneider, Jim ones.
Hauser, "He was a human Iwas one man that deserved
LANE SARASOHN
Banker, Ed Fischer, Mark Kennedy,
in his goodness to be lived up
angel, without sin."
Chairman of Council
Kenned~r.
Ellen
Stein,
Kathy
As a student. I feel a tre- 1 to.

· •
• d StUd ent S' HOUSing
Marrie

. . · . _ . . ..

. .

.

I
I

For Mr. Leonard

Comm unity Coun cil
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Ace red itation

•
Belgi an Educ ation
Misfits zn

(Continued from Page 1)
lege's overall policy. ·The EvalTheir inquiry will ascertain uation Team will be very inBy M. F. Chri.s tiaens
The · answer is obvious. But f'or several
whether or not Bard has the terested in the inter-relation(Inspector General to the Belgian Mini.-<ter of
characteristics of excellence ship between tJhe faculty, stu
years we have witnessed a rush toward ihigher
dents
and governing bodies of
Education and Culture)
education, and some narrow-minded reactionwhich are necessary f•o r ac
(Editor!s note: the following is a highly
aries are too ancient to supply diplomas for
creditation. The standards set the school.
all those w!ho register for ·courses. Conseforth in document No. 3.00 of
In a recent interview with interesting document of the pressures at wor k
·
1 d'
quently the latter accuse t!he university of not
the Associaton stresses that the Observer, President Weig- !pon European e d ucat1on.
t
1scusses t h e
there are "no formula·s for ler of St. John's said that h£ compulsory examinations for Belgian univeradapting itself sufficiently to the average level
of the students. But who does not see that
specific application or en- would be interested in th ~ sities and the huge number of students who
· ·
h
T
di
this very adaptation would only serve to redorsements o.f particular pat· general administration of Bard. are ellmmated
by t ese tests.
he issues
s. h
terns of organization . .
" its trustees and their relation cussed are duplicated with alarming regular· move the university's essential function, whlc
is
to
cultivate
superior
ciuzens?
in the realm of educational t·o the school, the students ity on our campus, to such a degree that we
At the level of compulsory education one
the school's develonment and feel M. Chri·s tiaens must have been thinking
policy.
~"
•
•
can agree that tJhe school is made for the
History
funds.
He placed great em of us in his survey of B~ 1gtan
educatton.
.
child and not the ~hild for t~ soho'Ol. But 1t
Sl·n·ce the last 1·nqu1·ry n 195'""' phasis on the evaluation of The article appeared in t he 0 etcb er issue o f
h'
t
th
would
1
be
dangerous to extrapo ate t 1s ru ·
the Ml.ddle States Ass·o·c·t'ati·01 ·. alumni as their accomplis•!! Unipresse, ~~Journal lnternation·al d'lnformation
.
If it 1s
. corto the level of higher educatwn.
has requested annual re.l'V
TVlrt:- ments can indicate the qualitr Universitaire," 219, Rue Francois Gay, Brus·
.
t f unct'10n for th e
rect
that
the
university
inus
He mentioned ~els 15, Belgium. It has been translated from
fr ·o m Bar·d. Be·c·a·u se o·f eur of a school.
student, it is no less true t h.at t h e s t u d ent
financial deficit of $170,000 in that Bard had· a good record the original French by the editor.)
must be "made" for the university. It is
that year the Board kept a of acc-omplished graduates.
The examinations in the universities and in
there that the saddle is painful for those who
constant ·Ciheck on the college
The Board of Trustees, re the institutes f·o r higher education are reare not succeeding.
through t1he de·c ade. "Institu cently strengthened and broad vealing once more the huge percentage of
Too many young people, far too many young
ti :mal instability," rather than ened to include people in di students rejected.
On some campuses the people, encounter the university curriculum
any questi-on of Bard's acade verse call:ings, is the ultimate ~ests have become a sacrificial slaughter elim- without possessing
the qualities that are ab·
mic quality, was the reason decisi::m-maker on finances anr' inating more than two-thirds of the candidates.
solutely necessary for succeeding in it. on the
that the Association threat- '!)Olicy. The Team will evalu
This situation repeats ·i tself year after year faith of their diplomas, they register in a uniened to withdraw accreditation 1te the Board's role and com and seems to be getting even worse. It needs
versty, as if the diploma itself were enough.
on November 26, 1960.
nosition and its relation to the an extensive analysis, for it is indisputable Whether they ;have the necessary intellectual
Dr. Kline, who had then school. They look for a stroll'... that this enormous waste •h inders the pro~ress
gifts, the capacity for assimilation, the will
just taken over the Presidenc) body which is ch>sely tied to of the univerities. For the students refused,
of chiara~ ~ r for perseverance-th ese are
of the college, made a hurried the planning and running of it means the loss of one or more years, not
questions they have never asked themselves.
trip to see Albert G. Meder, the school.
Our Board of to mention the frustrated hopes that turn
They have dreamed, or their parents have
Dean of Rutgers University Trustees may be composed of sour in their stomachs.
For- the country,
dreamed for them, that they will become philand Chwirman o,f the Middle up to 21 members Only th• these failures represent the loss of huge sums
ologists ·o r judges. But to master the uniStates Commission on Institu- four off1cers are eligible for invested without profit.
versity curriculum, the dream alone is not
tions of Hig1her Education. Dr immediate re-election.
Thu•
Is :is possible to fix the blame for t1his sit- enough.
Kl!ne outlined his plans and Dr. Harry J. Carman, Dean uation?
This is why one sees so many yoqng people
was given temporary accredita- Emeritus of Columbia, is like
For some, the answer to this question is
suffering uselessly: they do not happen to
tion f9l' the school until next ly to continue in his positior simple: the university is the guilty party, cry
dominate an enterprise which outreaches their
regular ten-year review.
as Chairman for many years havoc on the villain that is causing all the possibiLities. One sees so many others who
Criteria
The Team will speak with trouble. It dispenses a bad education with
undertake their studies as virtuosos, cutting
Said President Weigler, thE administrative and B&G peo archaic methods.
It fails completely in its
classes, neglecting homework, attending the
Team wirtes its report pri ole bout the physical aspect!'" formative aims. It imposes excessive demands pleasure spots rather
than the lectures. One
marily for Bard. It evaluates of Barel. Our recent parkin" on needy students. The examiners are tor- sees so many who
depend entirely on their
how the school has lived up <tdditions and teaching facili- mentors who get a sadistic pleasure out of
lucky star, on ·hazard and on chance.
to its stated goals, not neces ties will be impressive as in re£using candidates. They are dangerous manAll these make up the immense portion of
sarily touching on the goals dications of Bard's ~ommitment iacs gambling with the future of young the sacrificed. They
should never have registhemselves. The proposals of to continued existence. L:m"' people.
tered in a university. These are the fodder
the Team are critical sugges- range plans will show the acqui- 1 That the university should revive itself and for the statistics
of failure . And we can be
tions on how Bard can be im ition of Schuyler House and reform itself is doubted by no one. But that
sure that the unlucky, those who were overproved within the framework the possibility of the Ward 1 it must take all the blame for the massacre
come with a momentary illness or who were
of its long term policy.
Manor property becoming ours. which we witness each year is totally fals e. rejected too hastily by a weary examiner, are
Although the college has Possible al~o are an Art Cen- 1 It is high time to come to the defense of t·h e
only the exceptions.
been operating at a deficit for ter, Student Union , and a new I university; its reputation has been endanIf we look at the uroblem from this angle,
sight of the .past ten years Science Building.
Igered by the use of misleadfng statistics.
we must agree that there should be a barrier
the pressure to decrease sur
Also to be reviewed will bP ' It is a gross error to maintain that because for entering the university. The irrational
plus expenditure or mise in- the long-range objectives of on one campus 65% of the students were
ambitions of parents must be deflated, and
come has not, in the opinior the six-point program and the rejected, the university is guilty of a scandal.
the false ho:!)es of hundreds of incapable can·
of the college, dictated or un- President's desire to have 600 To make the institution resnonsible for this dictates must be
quashed at the outset.
duly affected the academic pol sturlents by 1967-68.
waste is complete dishonesty.- For I know that
With the rising flood of students who will
icy. The budget was balanced
There are, however, several no statistician has ever sought to analyse the :inundate the universities in succeeding dein July 1960 with a profit of comm on denominators: " Cur- composition of this group of rejected stucades, such a barrier will end up making it$21,836. The next year (1961 ricula which provide, empha- dents. Such a study would be rich · in inform aself an absolute necessity. If we do not take
62) Bard had an operating gain "ize or rest upon general or tion, and I ima2inc that it would reveal many
care, there will be hundreds more every year
of $36,649.29. E fforts to im· liberal education; objectives factors for which the university bears not the for whom the university
will have been only
prove outside support were and programs which develo.p least respons.i bility.
a deception and the collapse of an impossible
coupled with in creased tui power to form independent
First, let us ask a preliminary question of dream.
tion from a larger • enrollment judgment, to weigh values, and all the accusers: Should a university aim for
Far better to orient them at the start in
to bring Bard to financial sta- t.o
understand
fundamental numbers or for quality? Should it produce
the direction most suitable to their disposibility.
theory, rather than solely to doctors, engineers, and chemists in great tions and their aptitutdes. T~hey would be
Tecreher's salary was in- amass facts or acquire skills: quantity, or rabher doctors, engineers. and
helpine- themselves and higher education if
creased ten per-cent in each an atmosphere which stimu- chemists of high qualification?
·
they do not come to struggle uselessly.
of the last twJ years althou gh lates the student to continue - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the
previous
three
years and broaden. his education be- chart its organizational plan n omination, but
also the reshowed no pay raise. Teach- yond the pomt he must reach I araphically."
sources latent in community
ers' salaries are supplemented to ~ obtain his credits. certifi- o
Ad . .
·
b
f"
cate or deoree."
·
I
good will and public genermiSSIOns
b Y ·f rmge
ene Its such as thP
·
"'
T·he examiners look into facrecent sabbatical program and
Long Range Plan
ulty committees the admin- osity."
inex•pensive housing.
Some of the other tnin gs istrative staff' ;nd the selecMiss
How these funds are spent
Deinhard
has
anLibrary
w~ich will interest the B~ard tion pmcesse; for faculty and is another criterron. "Any se- nounced that tJhere will be a
One of the maior thing: w11l b~ how the sc?o:Jl. l1ves students. "Perhaps no sin <zle rious deficiency in plant mainmeeting of all those who inthat the Board considers in itF up to Its self-evaluation m the index of an institution's cali- tenance, library holdings, ath·
dicated
their interest in flying
evaluation is the library. Bard areas .of dissemination of in- ber is more significant than letics equipment, or facul ty
is
to Europe this summer at
m akin g
revolutionarv f•o rmahon, development of a the appropriateness of its ad·
changes in both its .physkaJ student's moral character, and mission policy as evidenced in housing is oouna w attenuate the lower rates available to
(see article on page 1) and the school's place in the com- requirements
standards
and the quality of work done, and groups. Those who did not
institutional framework.
The munity. Part of the evaluation procedures." ' It is inte;estino in the long. run to prevent or
administration plans to create hir:ges. on the College's "Plan". to note that Bard must accept delay attainment of objec- sign but are interested may
also attend. The meeting will
the new position of Director This IS a lon?-ran'!_e ~ropos~l 70 % of its approximately 500 tives."
..
of t~e Library. His duties will of the schools obJectives m applicants to get a freshman . "The cmnculum.
. ·. de- be at 6:45 p.m . on Tuesday,
include suPervlSl'on of the view of its resources in mon ey. class of 150 since only
% SH~.ned. to re~ch mst~tut10nal March 5.
book collection, prrsonnel and faculty, and physical plant. A of those accepted choose50 to ob]ectrves whJlc mcetmg the
The plane will be available
their duties , student and fac- constitution or statute sh'Juld come here.
nee_ds of. the students and of
at
the end of the Bard semulty relations, and genera] j be available which defin er,
Budget
socr~ty, rs central . . . The
n c:J licy in conpunction with the clearly "the responsibilities of
ester
for t!he purpose of transThe
ll
b
d
d
curnculum should be under
"
·
·
overa
u. "'.
P"et ·, accor -,.h
·
f t h e portation only. There will be
f:~· culty
and
administration
. 11 the Board of Trustees, the .
• e cons t an t eva 1uatwn
o
The Librarian will . continue· President as the chief adminis- mg to the AssociatiOns bulle-· faculty." Along wt·h the obwithout chan2e of title or sal- ~1 trat.ive officers, the Dean and tin, must. be ree-ulated by th.P j~~t~ve criteria of library fa- no tour or necessary group
ary, with duties restricted to other officers, the faculty as a Board oJ Trustees. " In this Cllltws, catalogue and student travel once abroad. Twentyinclude reso,o nsibility for cata- I corporate body, and the stand- connection it is part of their extra~ur_ricular activities the five people constitutes a group
IMuing, circulation, and the ing committees of the faculty (the Trustees) duty to know AssociatiOn recommends that: eligible for the reduced round1
Bardiana collection.
i and the Board of Trustees. It and employ the institution's " . . . Standardized tests should trip rate of $300 per person.
The facultv, bv its own acl- j cannot be properly said that a full resources, including not be used, when available, eHh- At the meeting Miss Deinmission, is the "defining body" , colle<!e or university is well only the fixed income from er as supplements to or sub- hard will discuss the details
of Bard.
Its influence over I establiS~hed until it operates invested funds, tax funds, stu- stitutes for regular course ex- with interested students and
curriculum pervades the col- I on a plan of this kind and can dent fees. or a religious de- aminations.
faculty .

I
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Deinhard Plans
Trip to Europe
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E PC Minutes for Dec. 11

Parking Lot

Now In Use

Mr. Feldman called the able. Thus, by derivation, the school to that extent." He
meeting to order at 10:45 out- word means 'very miserable'. " observed that of 9 EPC meetside the coffee s:ho;p. In the Mr. Pinkwater then observed ings this semester, two had
The new parking lot east
Students at Bard have no- absence of the secretary, that all in · the coffee shop ap· been attended by students oth
•ticed the disappeara nce of Charles Hollander compiled the peared to be either very high er than members. Outside at· of Sottery Hall is ready for
many people since Field Per- minutes.
or very miserable, some both. tendance totalled to three stu- occupancy. Although paving
iod. One of the most central
Hollander agreed, writing dents. He suggested that per- will be delayed until the f~:esh
Mr.
Members present:
haps EPC should require the
people to the reading populafuriously.
area
Fred Feldman, chairman
attendance of all students at soil in the l·ot settles, the
tion ·at Bard was Ruth Bollard,
con
while
Feldman,
Mr.
Charles Hollander
for
depository
a
as
useful
is
that
noted
He
meetings.
its
lfurmEr director of the Bookvansuming a root beer with
Lane Sarasohn
certainly solve the the vehiicles which now makes
would
this
store. The culmination of a
shop
coffee
~the
cream
ice
illa
Manus B. Pinkwater
over her Field
controver~y
had run out of milk at 10:52 community's critical problem the drive _J>etween Ludlow and
Members absent:
Period duties was the request
p.m.), "Descending from these of having nothing to do on the library look like a used
Lieberman
David
of her resignation by the colheights of etymological ortho· Tuesday nights; another bright
Cornelius Ma•honey
. lege.
gra:phy, let us get some ex- light might be added to the car lot.
Edward Fischer
The- parking area can a·ccomwas
statement
The following
periential phenomena l sensual students' otherwise empty lives.
Peter Barney
Mr. Feldman moved that the modate 240 cars, so that there
said
Feldman
(Mr.
issued to the Observer by Mr.
knowledge
Remy Hall
William Asip, -Business Manaside, now eating popcorn, to meeting be adjourned. (MemThe members loudly and en- Wm. Tinker that Richard Lorr ber Remy Hall, happening past need ' be no more congestion
ager:
thusiastical ly discussed the pro"And to Hell along Stone Row. According to
"The services of Mrs. Bol- posed colloquium on apathy, is on Council; he said this again observed:
of Cork!)
President Kline, the adminisBishop
the
with
lard as Bookstore Manage.r scheduled to take place next three times, eacll time with
defeated,
was
motion
The
b
pro·
tration is considering the posthe
of
emphasis)
great
January
of
as
were termin3Jted
Sunday at 3:00 p.m. in Albee lem.
0-0-0-0-6.
of removing that whole
sibilty
31, 1963. This action was taken Social.
sugMr. Hollander
Mr. Hollander, having fin"Look at that redheaded
after careful consideration of gested that one possible way to
reseeding the area
and
chips, then road
the entire matter in a series find out how much apathy kid. Unnhh! You know se- ished his potato
grass.
duties
with
took up the secretarial
of conferences with her and there was at Bard would be mantics? Apathy!"
Safety Committee has issued
Mr. Pinkwater asked the once again. Mr. Pinkwater
with members of the faculty to include many bizarre, notasked that his remarks on the a warning ·to those parking on
popcorn.
some
for
chair
and administrat ion.
stricken
able, and rare curiosities in
be
Mr. Hollander observed that Administra tion
During recent months oper- the minutes and see how
There Wll\S the Stone Row drive. Since the
record.
the
from
around
people
many
not
a.tion relations·h.ips between the many people noticed it. (Mem·
snow this week is deep, and
no objection.
Bookstore and the Business ber Hall passed by and would seemed to know there was an
moved
next
Feldman
the area might not be used
Mr.
Office, as well as other admin- have stayed for the meeting EPC meeting going on before that all the books in the lithe
the Committee felt it a
asked
again,
He
eyes.
very
their
istratlive ofn•ces became in- but his bacon and eggs were
brary be removed to the cow
creasingly difficuJt. Mrs. Bol- <;etting cold.) After two or chair for some confirmatio n of barn, that the library be con· good idea to accustom drivers
lard finaUy refused to meet three minutes of spirited de- the rumor tha,t Bard is to be· verted to a recreation hall. to using the spacious new faw:hat the College considered bate between Mr. Feldman, come a rabbinical preparatory and that the cow barn be con- cility. The Dean and Safety
were her contractual obliga- who maintained that there school next semester. Not re- verted to an eternal monument Committee urged drivers to
tions and duties for the fiscal was much apathy at Bard, and ceiving an answer, he handed to the memory of the Art De- comply with their request in
year 1962-'62. In view of these Mr. Sarasohn, who asserted over his stenograph ical duties partment.
order to clean up the appearcircumstances her resignation that there was not much to Mr. Pinkwater and went off
fain
spoke
Hollander
Mr.
ance of the upper campus and
chips.
potato
some
buy
to
was requested.
motion.
apathy at Bard, the members
the
snow removal.
of
vor
facilitate
The next item on the agenda
"Mrs. Haskins and Mrs. of EPC looked through the
In this case the college
So did Mr. Pinkwater.
Mr.
EPC.
of
function
the
was
Mathews have been appointed window into the coffee shop.
Mr. Feldman suggested that would need another exit. The
that though
Co-Managers of the Bookstore Messieurs Feldman and Sara- Hollander observed
the books should be chrome road which goes behind Dick
all
pubnot
had
for the balance of the school sohn discussed apathetic-look- the committee
plated. He said that the pur- Bard's Gun Shop may be used
too
with
meeting
its
licized
be
year. The operation will
ing individuals in the coffee
of the meet- pose of the motive was obvi- for a while, but the possibilireviewed and evaluated prior shop. -Mr. Feldman asked Mr. great a zeal, noticecopy
ty oif a paved section from
of the ous.
every
on
is
ings
to the appointmen t of a new Sarasohn if he thought the
unpassed
was
the gym along the pipemotion
behind
The
cirmanager which would become students indicated were apa- calendar. 500 of these are into animously.
line to Ward Manor is still
school,
the
around
cul3Jted
effective on July 1, 1963.
thetic, and Mr. Sarasohn denDick Bard moved that the under consideration.
"Sincerely, William M. Asip" ied this vehemently in each every_ nook, cranny, dark cor- meeting be adjourned at 11:35.
ThE co~pletion of tJhlis prowhere
ner, and unknown area
with ject on schedule, as well as
case.
students might see these love- The motion was fulfilled
Then Mr. Feldman gave, for ly sheets. Mr. Hollander ex great haste and unequallec tlhe good progress of the library construction, attest to
the edification of the commun- pressed disbelief that of the unanimity.
Respectfull y submitted. the competence of Dick Grifity at large, the derivation of 410 students who pretended to
CHARLES HOLLANDER fiths, ·our B & G head of
the word apathy. Said he, go to Bard College, not one
Secretary pro tern
only one year. He was to be
attend
to
wished
Greek
ever
two
has
from
"It comes
A composition by Jacob words: 'a', wlhich is a prefix meetings of the only student
(The nen Educationa l Pol- seen last semester working bePro- as in the word 'aviation", committee on academic policy. icy Committee meeting is to- yond the setting of the sun,
Associate
. Druckman,
fessor of Music, has just been meaning
and He said, "I simply can't believe morrow night at 9:00 in A.~pin leveling and moving the nechi.gh,
very
essary ddrt.
re·o rdered by Composers' Re- 'pathos', which means miser- the boobs have taken over the wall.)
·cordings, Inc . . The book store
will soon receive copies of the
record (CRI-167), which also
presents a pe:rlformance of
Roger Goeb's Symphony No.
still have snakes in the means of support in order
textbooks and lectures.
4. Mr. Goeb is a former Bard
By Robert Kotey
however,
year,
the
in
music professor.
Early
Stustreets, and the people go that we may further our highSecretary of the Ghana
T·he piece, entitled "Dark dents Union in Bul•garia we began to experence some about naked. They were very er education. We would . be
difficulties. We had com-e to surprised, in fad, when we grateful, for ourselves and for
upon the Harp," is scored for
It has been my unhappy lot Bul·g aria to study, and not to
mezzo-soprano, two percussiontold them that the suits we our fell'OW students from ot•hists, and brass quintet. There to serve as the informal live luxuriously, but living
wearing had been made er countrfies, should any benwere
are six movements each of leader of a group of 20 Ghan- conditions turned· out to be
They seemed to ex- evolent societies or governGhana.
in
had
we
as
good
so
nearly
not
those
of
the
all
from
text
aian students
which takes its
would be wearing ments be willing to extend a
we
that
pect
they
as
good
as
not
expectedGhanaians studying in Sofia,
Book of Psalms.
iheltping hand. We would like
ourselves.
cover
to
leaves
in
students
who have been are for university
Mr. Druckman wrote "Dark Bulgaria increasing- to study in any country where ·
students
African
unhapwere
We
itself.
Ghana
into
es
circumtanc
by
upon the Harp" in the winter forced
four in ly became the objects -of ha- educationa l standards are :h igh,
It received it~ terr.!l'P t our studies and to PY at being cramped
of 1961-62.
14 by rassment by sofe oif the Bul- although most of us are not
only
was
wrhich
room
first perlformance in April 14 seek new countries in which a feet,
one garian students and people. anxious to return to a Socialist
and
beds
four
with
9
pain·
a
was_
It
tlhem.
pursue
to
at a composer's forum in New
a We were called all sorts of country for fear that our exwith
middle
the
in
table
aland
we
which
ful decision
York City.
names as we walked along periences might be simHar and
made
It
end.
either
at
chair
most all the other African
as
the streets, names such as that our freedom might again
nt,
in Bulgaria have ta- studying very inconvenie
Next to the telephone booths students
some in the boom had to sit "black moneys" and "jungle be Limited.
police
denied
when
but
ken,
in Hegeman there is a sign
We are also all concerned
in the face of a or lie on their beds in order people" which were insults not
the fate of our seven ·
of
all
about
to
indicating a fallout shelter. protection
but
ourse1ves
to
only
allowance
ldving
Our
consistent racial dis- to read.
Arrows point loudly into B oattern of , when deruied the came to only 24 .pounds a Africa. Boys were spat upon leaders, of whom we have had
had no clear word since we lett
little room, the door of which crimination
to organize an All- month, fully 18 pounds of from buses and trains, orheads
their
Bulgaria. All student organpadlocked. Over the chicken- right
on
poured
water
and
food,
for
go
to
had
which
Students Union, when
winwire on the <Joor one can see African
izations and others concerned
beneath
walked
they
as
books,
for
over
very lives were threat- this left little
of student
the empty bottles which fill our
clearly not pos- recreation, transportat ion, and dows. A vicious rumour was with the defense
was
it
ened,
demand that the
must
we
the room.
that
rights
aHeged
which
started
supplies.
the
in
sible for us to remain
There are several ot,h er faP country.
As time went on our rela- were all suffering from vener- bulgarian authorities permit
in the these students to leave the
basement
the
out shelters in
We had come with open tions with the Bul·garian stu- al disease, and boys
of Hegeman, to which the minds, and in the beginnine- dents and people took a dis- streets would shout "sY'hilis" country promptly and unpunBardians may repair in times we were filled with high -turbing turn. We had been at us a we passed. We fin- ished, as their only "crime"
we all has been that of working for
of disaster.
hopes. We received a friedly impressed from the beginning ally had to demand that
ns the unity of Africa. Our exwelcome from many Bulgarian wibh the large numiber of mis- be given meddcal examinatio
Alperience has convinced us all
charge.
this
disprove
to
ig}
genera·
and
s
conception
freshmer
in
of
placed
Thirty per cent
oeople, and we were
the more oo the potential powthat
showed
tests
he
t
though
From
Africa.
modern
entering September, 1961, ar< the same hostels, even the cerning
er of African unity, as demondisa
such
had
us
of
one
not
conno longer here. Bard lose ~ same rooms, with our Bulga- norance in the country
strated-if by nothing else12¥2% of its enrollment over rian fellow students. We set students to professors they ease, the governmen t refused
the determined character
by
rethe
to
publicity
any
give
to
condarkness
total
·
in
seemed
the
of
field period and 22% in
about the formidable task
efforts · made against it
the
of
sults.
they
all
continent;
summer. If we don't see you mastering the Bulgarian lan- cerning our
We now face the prolblem of by those who would deny or
agadn don't say we didn't warn guage in order that we might appear to have been told is
and new subvert its lofty aspirations.
be able to understand our that it is "too hot," that we finding new places
you.

Druck man's Wo,rk
Issued on Recor ds

•

A Gha nai an m Bul gar ia
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Motor Club Orders Films~ ·zen and Mental Illness
Zen can help to cure men- state of "full intuitiveness."
Through Satori, she said, the
tal illness, according to Mrs.
Plans Gargantuan Rallies Vera
Kohn, who spoke on "The patient begins to restore and
By Mark

The Bard College Motor
Club is a group charged with
ideas and geared for swift action. As a result, t!he club is
moving with vigor. The club
will ·present two additions to
its renowned collection of international racing film shows.
The two movies are produced
by the British Petroleum Company, and the good gentlemen
at the helm are kind enough
to e~clude ·all advertising from
It's all raC'ing,
their films.
Dad.
The first film, Formula I,
traces the entire Grand Prix
season of 1950 through the seven exciting races of the year.
Since it is 46 minutes long,
thi film provides very ade·
quate coverage of ea.oh race.

Kennedy

blood has been developing between Jacobowitz and Bird, so
the second half championship
race will bear close watching.
David Moulton, Morgan owner
fresh from a whirl wind trip
through Mexico, is considered
the chief threat to the champions. Robert Bard also could
pull an upset in the vital statistics.
Last, but most important,
the club welcomes all newcorners to meetings. New rnaspotted
chinery • has been
around the campus, one of
which, due to factory error,
has the steering wheel on the
wrong side of the car, and the
club is eager to have new
owners activP in its events.
If you wish any information
atbout the Rallies, have any
suggestions, or care to participate in the election of officers, come to the BOMC meeting in Albee So-cial Wednesday
night at 7:00.

'I1he other film is a story
of the Nurburgring race course
in Gennany. On this fatbled
course, considered the most
challenging of all with its 176
turns per lap, you are treated
to t'he spectacle of tJhe prewar driving aces dueling in
their 600 h.p. Auto Union and
Mercedes Benz machines. This
was an era in sport that will
never be recaptured.
Rerny Hall, chairman o£ the
The Rally Committee is
d
probing opinion on the idea of LHerature Clulb, a no
n · unce .
a snow rally. A snow rally
Montgomery
H.
that
today
is just an ordinary rally held
on snowy roads. An event like Hyde, author, critic, hi•torian,
this would really separate the parliamentarian, and authority
men from the boys and would on Oscar Wilde, will speak
set off fiery arguments be- here Tuesday, March 26.
Mr. Hyde got his B.A. at
tween contestants that 9hould
Cambridge and his Ph.D. at
last until spring.
The first ·half-year rally Oxford. He held the position
champronship ended in a tie I of Chairman of the History
between David Jacobowitz in Department of the University
his "Milano Missile" Alfa Ro- of Punjab. For 15 years he
meo and Harry Bird in his re- served as Uni-onist M.P. for
gal Jaguar Sedan. Ellen Ken- Belfast. At present he is in
nedy stands triumphant as the the United States to launch a
B a d new book.
champion.
navigating

Hyde to Speak

Practical Uses of Zen" on Saturday night in Albee Social.
Mrs. Kohn, the mother of Bard
student Katya Kohn, teaches
Zen ,to schizophrenics in mental institutions in Quito, Ecuador.
"Zen realizes in those longing for something a sense of
the oneness of everything,"
Mrs. Kohn said. She emphasized the importance of this
sense of oneness in our modern age of anxiety. when the
strain of attempting to live up
to an unrealistic self-image
often produces conflicts which.
lead to mental illness.
Mrs. Kohn attempts to make
her patients "aware of the individual and the absolute manifestations of life" in themselves
and then to resolve their con·
flicts. In order to "build a
tbridge between the mind and
!body," she teaches them to relax and to empty the mind
completely. Only in this state
can they achieve Satori, the
mystical experience which is
the foundation of Zen. Mrs.
Kohn described Satori as a

Bird Expert to Discuss
Biological Cycles
To observe the coming of
spring, and to alleviate the
neurotic problems confronting
both birds and people, the
Psychology Club will present
"bird man" Dr. Daniel S.
Lehrman as their guest lecbegin
turer. Dr. Lehrman
his discussion of ''Psychosomatic Phenomena in the Cycles
of Animals" art 8:30 Wednesday in Albee Social.
Dr. Lehrman is currently
Professor of Psychology at the
Institute of · Animal Behavior
at Rutgers. He received his
Bachelo.r of Science degree at
City College and his Ph.D. at
New York University,
His best-known works include "The Physiological Basis
of Parental Feeding in the
Ring Dove," "Parental Behavior in Birds and the Problem
of Instinct Behavior," and "A
Critique of Conrad Lorenz's
Theory of lnstinotive Behavior."
One of Dr. Lehrman's more
interesting accomplishments is
his perfection of an imitation
of pigeons' mating behavior.
Dr. Lehrman is married and
has one child.

develop "the inherent creativ€
light; each movement becomes
a creative act."
When q u est i o n e d a:bou1
Western man's rejection o'
Oriental religion, Mrs. KO'hr
·replied that Westerners founr
Zen hard to comprehend te
cause it was a negation of th ,
will, which is incompatible
with the competitive character
of our way of life. Also, th·Western mind is not sympa
the tic with aspects of the mys
tical experience which are suci
a great pa.rt of the Zen philosophy.
Mrs. Kohn's lecture wa<
sponsored by Forum and wa
accompanied by the frequen
pounding of the Albee plumb
iug, a phenomenon perhap
not entirely unconnected with
the subject.
Refreshments of punch anc1
doughnuts were served after
the lecture. The g.r eat contain
er of punch was left to drip
its contents onto the floor, anc'
at last reports the stream of
sticky fluid had extended it
self to a length of nine feet

will

,

On Oscar Wilde Deans Latest Book Appears

I

First Negro Applicant
To Mississippi Schools
Seriously Ill in /ail
The tlrst Negr·o to apply to
a s-tate university in Mississippi is now seriously ill in
jail. Sentenced to seven years
in ,prison ,f or stealing five
bags of chicken feed, Clyde
Kenna1'<1 -is in a hos·p ital in
Jackson, with several more
years to serve. ·
In 1958, Clyde Kennard applied for admission to Mississippi Southern University. After a meeting with Governor
J. P. Coleman and Dr. W. D.
McCain, President of MSU,
Kennard agreed to withhold
his application until the following year, after the elections. In 1959 ·he again applied and this time was rejected because of undisclosed
"deficiencies and irregularities" in his application.
In 1960, K e n n a r d was
charged and found guilty of
receiving and being an accesS'Ory to the theft of five bags
of ·clhicken feed (valued at
$5.00 each). An iUiterate 19year-old named Johnnie Roberts, charged with the actual
theft, claimed as a witness of
the State that Kennard had initiated and planned the burglry. The witness's testimony,
however, shOwed that Kennard did not have the neces-

sary knowledge .of the ware-house ·and of the watchman'~
schedule to have planned the
Roberts did work
robbery.
for the company. He was sentenced to five years on probation and thus did not go to
prison.
Clyde Kennard was found
guilty and sentenced to seven
years in the state penitentiary in Parchman, Mississippi.
He went to j.ail sometime in
1960 and stayed in the Forrest
County jail until November
1961, when he was transferred
to Parchman. He became seriously ill from a stomach
ailment which ·he contracted
while in the Army, and wa~
transferred to a hospital in
Jackson where he received 14
pints of blood. The St~te has
announced that tJhe time spent
in the hospital will not count
towards the seven years which
he has to serve in prison.
Although it was likely that
if Kennard had reapplied after 1959, the University and
the State would have had difficulty keeping thirn out of
school without closing the University, that is not the case
now. The State law prohibits
the admission into a state
school of anyone who has
been convicted of a felony .

"The Friendly Drug
The cases are presenter'
without bias, affording th<
Store"
reader chance to see all thr
influencing factors involved
and make a final decision
There can be several solutiom
to each case; hence the timic'
reader need not worry about
being wrong. The purpose o~
RED HOOK, N. Y.
the book iS to present the
PLateau 8-5591
reader witJh the complexitieE
of educational policy decisions
Free Delivery
in an effort to pinpoint the
areas of pressure on different
Prescription Specialists
1evels of education.
1
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Complete
B d' I cation in Social and Cultural
Wh t. 1 k t 0 b
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e
a .oo s
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bes~ te~ms team to date Will used in co~rses in fiftv col·
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May 8,
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Notice the pattern
May 10,
Union College
of things, how it
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revolves until one
THE
that
feels
ColDutchess Community
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it never will
lege - May 17, Home.
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1
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University,
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of lethargic
League games for the soft'
thougtht, the meals
ball t·earn in-"lude: Alban" Bus·
1 in glittering talk
J
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disdained as
iness C<>llege, Marist College,
\Ve knowingly meet
and Albany Junior College.
among beards
Bard will play each o£ these
Bovee CHEVROLET, INc.
more pointed than wit,
teams twice; no dates have yet
minds
weighty
for
waiting
.
these
f.or
been determined
118 South Broadway
to unfold
the fashion, which is
games. Three or four nonRed Hook, N. Y.
league games will als" be on 1 to go about mad.

Harold L. Hodgkinson, Hard's
Dean, has written a new book,
Educational Decisions. It has
just been published and is on
option at several institutions
The
of higher education.
book contains thirty case studies of educational decisions
made on the elementary, seeondary, and college elvels.
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Dean of New School
To Speak on Politics ,
The Speakers Committee has
acquired its first speaker. Howard White, Acting Dean of the
Graduate Faculty at the New
School for Social Research,
will speak in Sottery Hall at
8 p. rn. on Tuesday, March 19.
Mr. White's topic will be
"Political Philosophy and Political Theory." He has lectured
previously at Bard on "Politics
and Shakespeare."
Mr. White is on the Graduate
School faculty of Political Theory at the New School. He has
had an article pu l;}lished in the
Social Research Journal.

·Review

I

A Collection of Literary and Critical

Works by Students
IS NOW ACCEPTING MANUSCRIPTS FOR EVALUATION
FOR THE 1963 ISSUE.

Writings may be submitted to the

Bard Review c/o Campus Mail
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BARD OBSERVER

Mr. Eliot Discusses
Sir Hereford Greene
(Remy Hall paid a visit to T. S. Eliot over Field
Period. When they sat down ,to tea, Remy noticed a
curious sheaf of papers in the wastebasket, marked
"Rejectimentia 1937." He waited until ;}!?·. Eliot went
out fo·r the lemons, then pocketed the papers. In order
to ensure the safety of his priceless find,-for Mr. Eliot
hardly every publishes anything-Rem y mailed the
batch off to Harold Donohue posthaste. Harold edited
them into shape and brought them to the Observer.
Thus was saved a previously unknown morsel of Mr.
Eliot's critical writing, doubly impressive because ·it
deals with the little-known seventeenth-ce ntury poet,
Sir Hereford Greene.-The editor8.)
It is strange, considering the revival of seventeenthcentury poetry, and considering the romantic mysteries that
surround his death, that there 'has been no reworking of the
eighteenlth~century conception of Sir Hereford Greene's reputation since Coleridge called him "the quintessential gentlemanpoet." But perha<ps the fa<:t that Greene always seemed at
odds with his world, unlike a Donne or a Shakespeare, might
be suggestive. IJ). that age of strong men, with strong emotions
strongly eXJpressed, he seems so strangely meek, and at times
even furtive. His poetry is lacking in the dramatic interest
which we e~pect of the metaphysicals, being rather more
elegaic in tone. He belongs to the tradition established by
Surrey, a trad.btion whieh extends down to Tennyson; and he
seems ignorant Oif the poetry which is being written in his
own age, an age largely hostile to this tradition.
To arrive at some estimation of Greene's verse, it is helpful to divoree him from his ag~, and consider his poPtry qua
poetry, at least until we accustom ourselves to him. Then we
migtht be able to appreciate the strange vtgor of lines like:
And buried in the churchyard grass,
The cricket mourns
The unplucked weeds,
And as they pass,
Th'unronsecrate d hunting horns
which fs from 'his masterful long poem "Lament."
Greene's music is unique, as out of place in the seventeenth
century as his eni-gmatic and lonely life. Admittedly, some of
his longer poems are tedious and some of his shorter one are
tasteless. But often he obtains effects Wlhich do not otherwise
appear in poetry until after the romantic revolution; and all
t'he time he retains a brighrt, clear surface. Sir Hereford
Greene is admittedly a minor poet, but one worthy of our
, attention. And we would get a very wavped idea of poetry,
indeed, if we only read the great poets.

Psych Journal
To Be Abstract ed
The Bard Psydhology Journal will reach a muoh lai'!ger
audience in the future. Beginning with last year's issue,
the Journal will be included
in the Psychological Abstract,
a publicatdon of the American
Psychological Association.
Every two months the Abstract publishes summaries of
aU the leading ps}'<!'hology jperiodicals. The June 1962 issue
of our Psychology Journal has
been sent to tJhe Association
in Washington, where an abstracter will prepare one-paragraph summariers of t•he articles in the Journal.
The work of Bard psychology students will thus . be exhibited to readers of the
Abstract aU over the country.
Dan Perlman, editor of the
Psychology Journal, ts not
sure when the Psychological
Abstract will publiS'h these
summaries, thoug•h it will pro.ba•bly be very soon.
Papers are now being accepted for the next issue of
the Psychology Journal, but
the publication date has been
set for June so that senior
project work can be induded.

Mid-Hudson Colleges

1

B&G Plans Room Changes
The reason for such action,
Dean Hodgkinson, Dick Grif.Griffiths, was the
fiths and a representative from said Mr.
the Fire Insurance Underwrit- student's failure to report the
ers made a tour of campus presence of broken items. A
rooms over Field Period. They leaky radiator can cost the
:found that many of the parti- school as much as $500 in
tions that students had buil-t damages to floors below. The
were unsafe and inflammable. physical upkeep now costs the
it
school far beyond what
These have been removed.
These funds, said
In a letter from the Office should.
of t'he Dean it was mentioned Dean Hodkginson, should be
that the wall materials were put to better uses.
stored for the students. However, many of the partitions
were mgde from wallboard obtained at S:>ttery Hall during
its construction, so students
may find them difficult to redeem.
feels
administration
The
that the partitions are no longer necessary since no more
than three students will be occupying the suites in Stone
Row this semester. As much
as the students' constructions
may add to the worth of the
TAKING PRIDE
physdoal plant, they will continue to he considerP.d unsafe
IN PRECISION
and therefore an unnecessary
Pride of craftsmanship
expens' for B&G to remove.
inspires every one of our
Dean Hodgkinson and Dick
mechanics to proceed
Griffiths, head of Building and
with precision on every
Grounds, have stated that
job of auto repair. Their
there will be no immediate acskill makes a big differtion taken upon their plans
ence . . . in your favor!
for maid service for students
Mr. Griffiths said,
rooms.
SMITH. MOTORS
'however, that the expenses
which accrued from neglect o<£
Inc.
fixttrres such as radiators warPL 8-lMO
Phone
irregular
frequent,
ranted
Rpute 9, Red Hook. N.Y.
checks for leaks and malfunc-l
t<i'on.

Plan of action
A. On possible plan
1. Ea.ch president to seek
approval of his Board of Trustees this fall if possible and
also authorization to spend up
to $3,000 per year for three
years provided a foundation
grant is obtained on a matching or some other attractive
basis.
2. With the endorsement of
the various boards of trustees,
Checking Accounts
seek a foundation grant this
fall.
Sa'\Jings Accounts
If a foundation grant is obtaned, employ an executive di.· rector as soon as possible,
Tra'\Jeler's Checks
hopefully by February or at
least early in the second half
Christmas Club
of the current academic year.
4. The executive director
will carry out organizational
plans, including activities and
meetings such as those sugMember F ederaJ Deposit Insurance
gested in Plan A., above, and
will take other steps necessary to effect a sound organization.
executive director
5. The
will work with representatives
of the faculties and administrative officers of the coope~
ating colleges to lay out plans
for projects subject to the approval of the directors.
6. Some cooperative projects
hopefully will be started durANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON
ing the academic year 1963-64.
adopted,
is
plan
B. #hatever
'
is strongly .recommended
rlflllllll'l'l'l llllllllllllllll llllllllllllllll llllllllllllllll ll it 1.
that faculties, administrative officers, and trustees of
all cooperating colleges be fully informed and carefully conTo Be SURE, come to us for
sulted in all stages of development.
2. that moderation be used
(Closed ~esday)
in the selection of projects so DAVID AND ANNA SACKS, Proprietors
that only those with good
chances of success be started. ~~
3. that no institution or
group of institutions be placed ll>
in a position of having to over- :s
1 reach before
its faculty and ~
~.,
ready.
througholy
are
staff
LUBRICATION
24-HOUR TOWING
4. that there should be no ~CD
Phone:
TIRES
compulsion to participate in Z3
PL 8-5673 Dayf
any project; that all co1leges =? :;:
BATTERIES
PL 9-3681 Nights
need not participate in all ~ z
projects; th.at any college t~
within the assodated group • _?should feel free to cooperate
z
Norbert Quenzer~ Prop. on certain projects with any
Routes 9G & 199, Barrytown, N. Y.
others within or outside the
'I'IIHhiiiHTHIIIHIIII'IIHflll'llflfiiiHIHIIIIIHI'I'IIIIHI~ associated group.

First N·ational Bank of Red Hook
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Adol f's
Annan dale
Hotel

•

Good Food

Beer

Harol d's

Liquor

Snack Bar

Open Nightly
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